
Tenancy agreement for a non-Housing Act tenancy  

 

IMPORTANT: 

This is a legally binding document. Before you sign it you should read it carefully to ensure that it 

contains everything you want and nothing unacceptable to you. Once it is signed you may have long-term 

obligations to pay rent and maintain a property, and you might find it difficult to escape from these 

commitments. If you do not understand any part of this agreement or your legal obligations as a landlord 

or tenant then you should seek advice from a solicitor or other qualified legal advisor, a law centre or 

housing advice service, or a citizen’s advice bureau. 
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THIS TENANCY DATED THIS  THIRTY FIRST DAY OF AUGUST  TWO THOUSAND 

AND TWENTY one 

IS MADE BETWEEN 

Rockstar Prop 2 Limited 

of Suite 15 Basepoint Business Centre, Lincoln Road Cressex Business Park, High Wycombe, 

Buckinghamshire, HP12 3RL 

(the Landlord) 

AND 

(the Tenant) 

For the premises known as 

30 Cheviot Street, Derby, Derbyshire, DE22 3EX 

(the Property) 

From and including the  thirty first day of August  two thousand and twenty one  

(the Start Date) 

to and including the  twenty seventh day of February  two thousand and twenty two  

(the End Date) 

for  six calendar months 

(the Term) 

Rent:  £2750.00 (two thousand seven hundred and fifty pounds) per calendar 

month 

Payable: The sum of £2750.00 (two thousand seven hundred and fifty pounds) to be 

paid on the signing of this agreement in respect of the thirty first  day of  

August    two thousand and twenty one to the twenty ninth day of 

September  two thousand and twenty one. Thereafter the sum of £2750.00 

(two thousand seven hundred and fifty pounds) to be paid on the last day of 

each calendar month throughout the remaining term. 

  

Bank Account:  To Be Provided By The Landlord. 

 

Deposit:  £2750.00 (two thousand seven hundred and fifty pounds) 

Permitted Occupiers:No more than four occupants 
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This TENANCY AGREEMENT comprises the particulars detailed above, the General Tenancy 

Conditions printed below and any Special Tenancy Conditions annexed to this agreement 

whereby the Property is let by the Landlord and taken by the Tenant for the Term at the Rent. 

Signed on behalf of the Landlord: ...................................................................... 

Mr Kane Andrews 

Rockstar Prop 2 Limited 

Name: ...................................................................... 

Position: ...................................................................... 

Signed by the Tenant: ...................................................................... 

Name: ...................................................................... 

Position: ...................................................................... 

OR IF THE TENANT IS A COMPANY 

Signed by an authorised officer of the 

Tenant: 

...................................................................... 

On behalf of 

Name: ...................................................................... 

Position: ...................................................................... 

In the presence of:  

Witness Signature: ...................................................................... 

Witness Name: ...................................................................... 

Address: ...................................................................... 

Occupation: ...................................................................... 

Docusign Signature (Where Provided): 

Landlord(s) Tenant(s) 

 
landlord sign here 

 
tenant sign here 
 
 
member sign here 
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General Tenancy Conditions 

NOW IT IS AGREED as follows: 

1 Definitions 

1.1 In this agreement: 

1.1.1 “Agent” means Countrywide Residential Lettings Ltd trading as Frank Innes of 

Countrywide House, Lake View Drive, Sherwood Park, Nottingham, NG15 0DT 

1.1.2 “Building” means, where the Property is part of a building, the whole of that building and 

the curtilage of the building. 

1.1.3  “Deposit” means the sum set out above which the Tenant must in addition to the first 

payment of Rent pay to the Landlord to be held as a security against a breach of any of the 

Tenant’s obligations in this agreement.  

1.1.4 “Head Lease” or “Superior Lease” means the lease (if any) under which the Landlord 

holds the Property. 

1.1.5 “Head Lessor” or “Superior Landlord” means the person for the time being who owns the 

interest in the Building of which the Property forms part and which gives him the right to 

possession of the Property at the end of the Landlord’s lease of the Property. 

1.1.6 “Landlord” means the person who is entitled to the reversion of the tenancy granted here 

and their successors in title. The Landlord may act through an agent whose details have 

been notified to the Tenant. 

1.1.7 “Property” means the Property as set out above along with its exterior and common areas, 

set out more particularly above. 

1.1.8 “Rent” means the sum payable in advance from the start of the tenancy in equal 

instalments on the Rent Payment Days by standing order to the Bank Account specified 

above whether demanded or not. 

1.1.9 “Rent Payment Day” means the days as specified above on which the rent should be paid, 

the first such payment being due on the signing of this agreement. 

1.1.10 “Term” means a fixed term between the Start Date and the End Date as set out above. 

1.1.11 “Tenancy” means the tenancy created by this agreement. 

1.1.12 “Permitted Occupier” means the person identified above, if any, who the Landlord 

permits in addition to the Tenant (where applicable) to reside in the Property during the 

Term. 
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1.1.13 “Interest Rate” means a rate of interest at an annual rate 3% above the Bank of England 

base rate as set from time to time by the Monetary Policy Committee of the Bank of 

England. 

1.1.14 “Development” means, where the Property is part of a building or larger housing estate, 

the whole of that building or estate including the surroundings of the Property and the 

curtilage of the building the Property is situated within and of any other buildings within 

the housing estate if applicable including any paths, gardens, access routes, storage 

facilities or any other amenities used by the occupiers of the Development. 

1.1.15  “Estate Regulations” means any rules made by the Landlord’s Superior Landlord or the 

owner or manager of the Development, a copy of which are attached to this Agreement if 

applicable. 

1.1.16 “Utilities” means electricity, gas, water, foul water and surface drainage, heating, 

ventilation and air conditioning, smoke and fumes, signals, telephone, television, internet 

and other electronic communications and all other utilities serving or consumed at the 

Property. 

1.1.17 “Working Day” means any calendar day excluding Saturdays, Sundays, Christmas Day, 

Good Friday and any day which, under the Banking and Financial Dealings Act 1971, is 

a bank holiday in England and Wales. 

 

2 Interpretation 

2.1 In this agreement 

2.1.1 the words 'include', 'includes' and 'including' are deemed to be followed by the words 

'without limitation'. 

2.1.2 the word 'today' refers to the date of this agreement. 

2.1.3 the word 'liability' includes all costs, claims, expenses and loss incurred or suffered by the 

relevant party. 

2.1.4 general words introduced by the word 'other' do not have a restrictive meaning even 

where preceded by words indicating a particular class of acts, things or matters. 

2.1.5 an obligation not to do something includes an obligation not to cause or allow that thing 

to be done. 

2.1.6 obligations owed by or to more than one person are owed by or to them jointly and 

severally. This means, for example, that any one or more of the individuals jointly 

forming the Tenant can at the Landlord’s sole discretion be held responsible for the full 

Rent and other obligations under the agreement if the other individuals do not fulfil their 

obligations. 
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2.1.7 any reference to the singular shall include the plural and to the masculine shall include the 

feminine and vice versa. 

2.1.8 the bold face headings and italicised drafting notes contained within square brackets are 

for ease of completion and reading only and are not to be used to construe the terms of 

this agreement. 

2.2 In this agreement unless otherwise specified 

2.2.1 a reference to legislation is a reference to all legislation having effect in the United 

Kingdom at any time during the Term, including Acts of Parliament, orders, regulations, 

consents, licences, notices and bye laws made or granted under any Act of Parliament or 

directive, decision or regulation of the Council or Commission of the European Union, or 

made or granted by a local authority or by a court of competent jurisdiction and any 

approved codes of practice issued by a statutory body, and 

2.2.2 a reference to particular legislation is a reference to that legislation as amended, 

consolidated or re-enacted from time to time and all subordinate legislation made under it 

from time to time 

3 Right to Rent Condition 

It is a condition of the Tenancy that all adult occupiers of the Property maintain a “Right to Rent” 

as defined by the Immigration Act 2014 at all times during the Term. 

4 Tenant's covenants 

The Tenant agrees with the Landlord as follows: 

4.1 Payments 

4.1.1 to pay the Rent promptly at the times and only in the manner specified in this agreement 

whether demanded or not. 

4.1.2 to ensure that all payments to the Landlord or the Agent (including the initial payments 

due under this agreement) are paid to enable such payments to be cleared funds no later 

than 12.00 noon on the due date for payment. If the due date is not a Working Day then 

the due date will be deemed to be the preceding Working Day.  

4.1.3 not to set off the Rent or any other sums due under this agreement against the Deposit. 

4.1.4 to pay to the Landlord or the Landlord’s Agent the cost of a check in of any Inventory and 

Schedule of Condition listing the condition of the Property and the fixtures and fittings in 

the Property at the end or earlier termination of the Tenancy. 

4.1.5 to pay £150.00 inclusive of VAT in respect of each extension of the Tenancy. Should any 

extension or renewal agreements be negotiated or arranged the Renewal Fee is to be paid 

by the Tenant, even if for any reason the extension is not completed. 
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4.1.6 to pay the Landlord’s Agent’s reasonable administration charges of varying, reviewing or 

extending this fixed term agreement as required. 

4.1.7 to pay to the Landlord’s Agent the reasonable costs in consideration of arranging the 

variation, assignment or novation of the Tenancy at the Tenant’s request 

4.1.8 to pay all charges in relation to the supply and use of Utilities and not to cause or permit 

any Utilities to be disconnected, altered or removed and to pay for any reinstatement, 

should this be necessary at the end of the tenancy. 

4.1.9 to pay the Council Tax or any tax replacing it in respect of the Property for the duration of 

the Tenancy and to compensate the Landlord for any payment of Council Tax he may 

make for the Property in respect of any part of the Term, regardless of legal liability for the 

Council Tax.  

4.1.10 to pay for a televisions licence for any device used to watch, live-stream or record live 

television or download or watch BBC programmes in the Property for the duration of the 

Tenancy. 

4.1.11 to pay the Landlord's or his agent's reasonable costs in respect of any failure by the Tenant 

to fulfil his undertakings contained in this agreement, including bank charges incurred by 

the Landlord or his agent in relation to cheques, standing orders or direct debits for the 

payment of Rent not being honoured and the full cost of the taking of legal advice and 

legal action in relation to any breach of this agreement by the Tenant. 

4.1.12 to protect the Landlord from any liability arising from the Tenant failing to comply with 

any part of this agreement. 

4.1.13 if the Rent or any other sum payable under this agreement is not paid to the Landlord 

within 14 days after the due date for payment the Tenant must pay simple interest 

calculated on a daily basis at the Interest Rate to the Landlord for the period starting on 

the due date until payment (both before and after any judgment). 

4.2 Use 

4.2.1 to use the Property only as residential accommodation for the following persons: the 

Tenant, the Tenant’s spouse or partner, children of the Tenant or the Tenant’s spouse or 

partner, and such other persons as the Landlord has expressly permitted only; and in 

addition, if the Tenant is a body corporate, the Tenant’s employees. 

4.2.2 not to carry on or permit to be carried on at the Property any trade or business other than 

a home business as defined by s43ZA of the Landlord & Tenant Act 1954. 

4.2.3 not to register any limited company or other entity at the Property or to advertise it as a 

place of business. 

4.2.4 not to use the Property for any illegal or immoral purpose 
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4.3 Assignment/subletting 

4.3.1 not to assign the tenancy, underlet, part with, or share possession or occupation of the 

Property or any part of it or take in lodgers or paying guests, save only that if the Tenant is 

a body corporate it may grant licences to occupy the Property to the Tenant’s employees, 

its employee’s spouse or partner and their children under the age of 18 years. 

4.4 Licences under the Housing Act 2004 and HMO use 

4.4.1 not to use the Property in any manner which might lead to it becoming a house in 

multiple occupation (“HMO”) under s254, Housing Act 2004 without the Landlord’s 

express written consent. 

4.4.2 not to use the Property in any manner which might lead to it becoming licensable under 

any part of the Housing Act 2004 without the Landlord’s express written consent. 

4.4.3 not to use the Property in any manner which might lead to a condition of any licence 

granted under any part of the Housing Act 2004 being breached. 

4.5 Maintenance 

4.5.1 to keep the Property including fixtures, fittings, and furnishings clean and tidy and 

maintained to the same condition as at the start of the Tenancy (fair wear and tear 

excepted). 

4.5.2 to keep the Property adequately ventilated and heated, and not to dry wet clothes on 

radiators, to prevent damage from condensation. 

4.5.3 to clean the reasonably accessible windows inside and outside regularly and promptly to 

replace any cracked or broken windows or door glass to the Property broken by the 

Tenant or anyone invited in to the Property by the Tenant. 

4.5.4 not to cause any blockage or damage to any of the plumbing, including drains, pipes, 

sinks, toilets or water storage tanks at the Property. 

4.5.5 To replace all electric light bulbs, fuses and fluorescent tubes as and when necessary. 

4.5.6 to ensure that the water softener, if applicable, is operational throughout the Tenancy and 

to provide and fill the water softener with salt as and when necessary provided written 

instructions are given to the Tenant at the start of the Tenancy. 

4.5.7 to keep the Property free from all pests or vermin and to inform the Landlord immediately 

of any infestation or damage caused by pests or vermin. 

4.5.8 to keep any chimneys or flues swept as necessary although not less often than once a year 

in all circumstances. 
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4.5.9 to keep any gas or oil storage tanks properly secured and to provide copies of any keys to 

the Landlord if they are changed. 

4.5.10 not to allow any oil storage tank to be fully drained such that debris could be ingested into 

any oil-fuelled appliance. 

4.5.11 to keep all drains, down pipes and gutters clear and free from obstruction. 

4.5.12 to empty any septic tank or cess pit as necessary throughout the Tenancy and at the end of 

the Tenancy (provided it has been emptied prior to the start of the Tenancy). 

4.5.13 not to pour or allow to be poured into the drains any toxic or poisonous matter or fluid or 

any product which is likely to block or damage the drains or any septic tank or cess pit. 

4.5.14 to work with the Landlord to minimise the risk caused by Legionella bacteria and in 

particular to keep showerheads and taps clean, not to interfere with or adjust the boiler 

temperature, and to run the taps in order to flush through the plumbing system after any 

prolonged period of inactivity. 

4.5.15 to report without delay all defects and repairs needed for which the Tenant is not 

responsible. 

4.6 Alterations 

4.6.1 not to make any alterations or additions to the Property (which for the avoidance of doubt 

includes the garden) or erect any buildings, sheds, huts, or other erections nor to remove 

any of the fixtures or fittings. If the Tenant wishes to carry out any redecoration of the 

Property, or any part of it, he must obtain consent in writing in advance from the 

Landlord or his agent for permission which will not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 

4.6.2 not to erect on the Property (which for the avoidance of doubt includes the garden) any 

wireless television aerial, satellite dishes, or other receiving apparatus for electronic 

communications of any kind whatsoever without the Landlord’s prior written consent, 

such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 

4.6.3 not to remove from the Property the furniture and effects or any substituted furniture and 

effects. 

4.6.4 not alter change or install any locks on any doors or windows in or at the Property. 

4.6.5 not to change any pre-set digital burglar alarm code without giving the new code to the 

Landlord or the Agent 

4.6.6 not to install any key or prepayment electricity or gas meter at the Property 

4.6.7 not to fix to the walls, ceilings or woodwork any posters, pictures, photographs or 

ornaments using nails, glue, sticky tape, Blu-tack or similar fixings except a reasonable 

number of picture hooks.  
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4.7 Safety and Insurance 

4.7.1 to recognise that any insurance maintained by the Landlord at the Property will not cover 

any of the Tenant’s belongings.  

4.7.2 not to contravene the terms of any insurance of the Property or do anything which would 

increase the ordinary premium and to reimburse the Landlord for any buildings or 

contents policy excess or increased premium incurred as a result of a breach of any part of 

this agreement. A copy of the Landlord’s building and contents insurance policy will be 

made available to the Tenant on request.  

4.7.3 to maintain and not to interfere with any fire extinguishers on the premises so as not to 

invalidate any insurance policy kept by the Landlord and not to misuse any fire-fighting 

equipment provided by the Landlord. 

4.7.4 to be responsible for testing any smoke and carbon monoxide detectors in the Property at 

regular intervals and to keep the detectors free from obstruction and dust and in working 

order and to regularly replace the batteries to the smoke and carbon monoxide detectors as 

necessary.  If any fault should be found with any smoke or carbon monoxide detectors 

which cannot be resolved by replacing batteries, the Tenant will immediately report the 

fault to the Landlord or Agent.   

4.7.5 not to store any hazardous or inflammable substances at the Property save for a 

reasonable quantity of household cleaning products and consumables. 

4.7.6 not to install or bring onto and use at the at the Property (with or without the Landlord’s 

consent) any gas appliance which has not been installed and checked by an accredited gas 

engineer in accordance with The Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998. 

4.7.7 to comply with all the obligations imposed upon the Landlord by a Head Lessor if the 

Property is held under a Superior Lease. 

 

4.8 Right to Rent 

4.8.1 to ensure at all times that all adults residing in the Property have a Right to Rent as set out 

in Part 3, Immigration Act 2014. 

4.8.2 promptly on request by the Landlord, to comply with such checks and provide such 

documents certifying the Right to Rent of all adult occupier as are reasonably required by 

the Landlord. 

4.8.3 where any adult occupier has a time-limited right to rent to provide to the Landlord such 

proof of their continued Right to Rent as is reasonably required by the Landlord from time 

to time.  
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4.8.4 to notify the Landlord promptly if the immigration status of any adult occupier changes 

such that the Right to Rent is lost. 

4.8.5 to be responsible for any checks required to satisfy the Right to Rent requirements under 

the Immigration Act 2014 in relation to any sub-letting or licence the Tenant grants, 

whether that sub-letting or licence was authorised by the Landlord or not. 

 

4.9 Garden 

4.9.1 not to alter the garden but to leave the layout of the garden as existing at the start of the 

Tenancy. 

4.9.2 to keep the garden, driveways, pathways, lawns, hedges, rockeries and ponds (if any) 

regularly maintained in good and safe condition and as neat tidy and properly tended as 

they were at the start of the Tenancy and not to remove any trees or plants. 

4.9.3 to cut the grass (if any) at least once every two weeks during the growing season and keep 

it in a tidy condition. 

4.10 Animals 

4.10.1 not to keep on the Property or any part of it any poultry or livestock and not to keep any 

other animals on the Property without consent in writing from the Landlord or his agent. 

The Landlord may not unreasonably withhold such consent, but if the Landlord gives 

consent to keep an animal at the Property this consent may be granted subject to 

conditions, including an increase in the Rent, and the consent may be withdrawn at any 

time with proper notice and reasonable justification. 

4.11 Nuisance and Noise 

4.11.1 not to do or permit to be done on the Property any act or thing which may be or become a 

nuisance, damage, annoyance, or inconvenience to the Landlord, his agents or servants, 

or the occupiers of any neighbouring land. 

4.11.2 not play or permit to be played on the Property any musical instrument, radio, television 

set or other electronic equipment that can be heard outside the Property between the hours 

of 11.00 pm and 9.00 am. 

4.12 Smoking 

4.12.1 not to smoke cigarettes, cigars, pipes or any other substances in the Property. 

4.13 Disposal of Rubbish 

4.13.1 at all times except for the day of emptying them keep dustbins out of view and not to store 

bags or loose refuse outside. 
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4.13.2 to comply to comply with any requirements of the Landlord or the local authority relating 

to the storage and disposal of household waste pending collection. 

4.14 Leaving the Property vacant 

4.14.1 not to leave the Property vacant for more than 28 days without first notifying the 

Landlord in writing and if the Property is left vacant for whatever period to protect the 

Property from frozen or burst pipes or other damage and it is expressly agreed that the 

Tenant is liable for the cost of remedying any damage arising out of failure to do so. 

4.15 Vehicles 

4.15.1 not to abandon any vehicles on any part of the Development. Any such abandoned 

vehicles may be removed from the Development by the Landlord and the Tenant shall 

pay the Landlord’s reasonable costs incurred in doing so. 

4.15.2 not to use any parking space provided or made available to the Tenant for storage or any 

purpose other than the purpose of parking a private motor vehicle not exceeding three 

tonnes in gross laden weight or a motorcycle thereon and not to park or allow to be 

parked any motor vehicle wheeled vehicle or other form of transport on any other part of 

the Development or in any other parking space than one which the Tenant has been given 

prior permission in writing to use. 

4.15.3 not to leave cars visiting the Property or in the ownership of the Tenant in a position that 

may obstruct the free movement of other road users. 

4.15.4 not to store any trailer, caravan or mobile home at the Property or to keep at the Property 

any motorbike, car or van which is not roadworthy and fully taxed and insured. 

4.15.5 not to keep any trade vehicle or any vehicle with prominent signage or advertising at the 

Property. 

4.15.6 not to carry out any work on any vehicle at the Property or to charge or discharge fuel, oil, 

brake fluid, power steering fluid, or air conditioning coolant tanks. 

 

4.16 Visits by the Landlord 

4.16.1 to permit the Landlord, any superior landlord and all others authorised by them and their 

agents, with or without workmen, and others at all reasonable times and with reasonable 

frequency during the tenancy upon providing a minimum of 24 hours’ written notice 

(except in the case of emergency when no prior notice is required) to enter the Property for 

examining, maintaining or repairing the Property or any of the contents, or the carrying 

out of safety inspections 

4.16.2 to permit the Landlord, any superior landlord, and all others authorised by them: 
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(a) at reasonable times of the day to conduct viewings of the Property with 

prospective mortgagees, purchasers, or (during the last two months of the 

tenancy), tenants by prior appointment 

(b) to put up and maintain in a conspicuous part of the Property during the last two 

months of the tenancy a notice that it is to be sold, let or otherwise dealt with 

4.17 Other Tenant Responsibilities 

4.17.1 to comply with all legislation applicable to the use or occupation of the Property. 

4.17.2 to comply with and make every reasonable endeavour to ensure that all persons living in 

or visiting the Property or any part of the Development shall comply with the Estate 

Regulations (if applicable). 

4.17.3 not to obstruct at any time the accessways or the common parts or the communal areas 

and facilities which shall for the avoidance of doubt prevent the placing of welcome mats 

in such areas.  

4.17.4 to give the Landlord a copy of any notice given under the Party Wall etc. Act 1996, or any 

other formal or legal notice addressed to the owner of the Property or to the Landlord by 

name, within seven days of receiving it and not to do anything as a result of the notice 

unless required to do so by the Landlord. 

4.17.5 not to change the telephone number without the consent of the Landlord. 

4.17.6 not to cause damage to any wooden floors at the Property by walking on them while 

wearing high-heeled shoes. 

4.18 Termination of the tenancy 

4.18.1 at the end of the Tenancy or its sooner determination to leave the furniture and effects in 

the rooms in which they were at the start of the tenancy. 

4.18.2 at the end of the Tenancy or its sooner determination to deliver up to the Landlord the 

Property and all fixtures fittings and additions and the furniture and effects or any 

substituted furniture and effects clean to a professional standard and tidy and in good 

repair, condition and decorative order (subject to fair wear and tear) in accordance with 

this agreement. 

4.18.3 at the end of the Tenancy or its sooner determination to deliver up the Property with full 

vacant possession having removed any additional occupiers whether authorised or not, all 

possessions and all rubbish and to pay damages to the Landlord in a sum equivalent to the 

full rental value of the Property until such time as the Tenant removes such items or the 

Landlord, acting reasonably, is able to have them removed and further to pay the cost of 

any such removal. 
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4.18.4 at the end of the Tenancy or its sooner determination to deliver up the Property with any 

gas and oil storage tanks filled to the same level as at the start of the Tenancy. 

4.18.5 to agree that any item left at the Property for more than 14 days after the end of the 

tenancy is deemed abandoned and can be disposed of, sold, or kept by the Landlord at his 

sole discretion without further compensation to the Tenant. 

4.18.6 give to the Landlord or the Agent or their representative on the last day of the Tenancy 

whether on its expiration or earlier ending of the Tenancy all keys and access fobs to the 

Property and to pay the cost of replacing any lock where keys are missing. 

 

5 Liability for sub tenants and occupiers 

Any obligation imposed by this agreement on the Tenant includes an obligation by the Tenant to 

ensure that any sub-Tenant obeys that same obligation. 

 

6 Recovery of possession for breach of agreement 

If and whenever during the Term: 

6.1 the Rent or any part of it is in arrears for 14 days after it has become due (whether legally 

demanded or not), or 

6.2 there is a breach of any of the obligations or agreements on the part of the Tenant, or  

6.3 the Tenant becomes bankrupt or insolvent or enters into a voluntary arrangement with its 

creditors  

the Landlord may re-enter upon the Property or any part in the name of the whole resuming 

possession on the furniture and effects and the tenancy shall absolutely determine but without 

prejudice to the other rights and remedies of the Landlord but the Landlord will not whilst the 

Tenant is residing in the Property physically retake possession without first obtaining a court order, 

unless the Landlord has a right of re-entry without a court order under the Immigration Act 2014.  

 

7 Landlord's covenants 

7.1 The Landlord agrees with the Tenant: 
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7.1.1 to keep in tenantable repair the structure and exterior of the Property (including drains 

gutters and external pipes) and to keep in repair and proper working order the installations 

(if any) in the Property for the supply of water gas and electricity and for sanitation 

(including basins sinks and sanitary conveniences but not the fixtures, fittings, and 

appliances for making use of water gas or electricity) and for space heating and heating 

water provided that the Landlord is not required: 

7.1.1.1 to carry out any works or repairs for which the Tenant is liable by virtue of its duty to use 

the Property in a tenant-like manner, or 

7.1.1.2 to rebuild or reinstate the Property in the case of destruction or damage by fire by tempest 

flood or other inevitable accident, or 

7.1.1.3 to keep in repair or maintain anything which the Tenant is entitled to remove from the 

Property 

7.1.2 to keep in repair such fixtures and fittings as are provided by the Landlord and are listed 

on the inventory and schedule of condition for the Property provided always that the 

Landlord is not required: 

7.1.2.1 to repair any item broken by the negligence or misuse of the tenant or any of his guests or 

invitees, or 

7.1.2.2 to repair any item unless it has been reported to him in writing and then shall be allowed a 

reasonable time to effect a repair or replacement, or 

7.1.2.3 to replace any item with an exact duplicate and is permitted to substitute any item which 

reasonably accomplishes the same function. 

7.2 The Landlord agrees with the Tenant that the Tenant paying the rent and performing and 

observing all his or her obligations under this agreement may quietly possess and enjoy the 

Property during the tenancy without any unlawful interruption from or by the Landlord or 

any person claiming through or under or in trust for the Landlord. 

7.3 Nothing in this agreement obliges the Landlord to insure the Property or its contents and in 

the event that the Landlord elects to obtain such insurance nothing in this agreement obliges 

the Landlord to make any claim on that Insurance. 

 

8 Uninhabitability of the Property 

8.1 If at any time the Property is rendered uninhabitable by an event or events which are not the 

result of negligence or breach of contract by either party then at the Landlord’s sole discretion 

either the Rent will cease to be payable by the Tenant until the Property is made habitable and 

the Landlord will be under no obligation to provide alternative accommodation or the Rent 
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will continue to be payable and the Landlord will be obligated to provide suitable alternative 

accommodation to the Tenant. 

8.2 If following an event described above, in the reasonable opinion of an appropriate expert the 

Property cannot be made habitable within one month then either party may give one month’s 

notice to terminate this agreement following which it will end and no further obligations 

under it will be performable by either party save that either party may pursue the other for 

breaches of this agreement which pre-date said termination. 

 

9 Service of notices 

9.1 Any notice served by the Landlord on the Tenant must be served in writing and will be 

deemed sufficiently served if sent by ordinary first class post, signed for, or recorded delivery 

post to the address given for the Tenant in this agreement and in all cases the notice will be 

deemed served two days after posting or the next day after leaving at the address given for the 

Tenant in this agreement 

9.2 Any notice served by the Tenant on the Landlord must be served in writing and will be 

deemed sufficiently served if sent by ordinary first class post, signed for or recorded delivery 

post or left at the address given for the Landlord in this agreement or notified to the Tenant 

from time to time and in all cases the notice will be deemed served two days after posting or 

the next day after leaving at that address 

9.3 In accordance with section 48 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987, the address given for the 

Landlord above in this agreement is the address at which the Tenant may serve of notices 

(including notices in proceedings) on the Landlord. Where that address is not in England or 

Wales, the address for service of notices shall be that given for the Landlord’s Agent given at 

clause 1.1.1. 

10 Deposit 

10.1 The Tenant agrees to pay to the Landlord/or the Landlord’s Agent the Deposit on the signing 

of this Agreement 

10.2 The Deposit is to be held by the Landlord’s Agent as stakeholder and placed in its nominated 

client account as soon as reasonably practicable on receipt. 

10.3 Any interest earned on the Deposit will belong to the Agent. 

10.4 The Deposit paid by the Tenant is held as security for the performance of the Tenant’s 

obligations under this Agreement and to compensate the Landlord for any breach by the 

Tenant of the matters set out in this Agreement 
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10.5 The Deposit will be available at all times to set against any breaches of this agreement, 

including any outstanding Rent and the Landlord’s reasonable costs or damages caused 

directly by the breach of this agreement 

10.6 The Deposit may not be offset by the Tenant against any money owed to the Landlord, 

including the Rent unless with the Landlord’s express consent 

10.7 If before the end of the tenancy the Deposit, or part of it, is set against Rent or a breach of this 

agreement, then the Tenant must promptly make the Deposit back up to the specified amount 

10.8 The holding and use of the Deposit does not affect any other rights and remedies available to 

the Landlord under the terms, whether express or implied, of this agreement 

10.9 The Tenant is not entitled to decline to pay any instalment of Rent on the grounds that the 

Landlord is in possession of the Deposit 

11 Severance Clause 

If any term of this agreement is, in whole or in part, held to be illegal or unenforceable to any 

extent under any enactment or rule of law, that term or part shall to that extent be deemed not to 

form part of this agreement and the enforceability of the remainder of this agreement shall not be 

affected 

12 Jurisdiction 

The Landlord and the Tenant agree that this agreement shall be exclusively governed by and 

interpreted in accordance with the laws of England and Wales and to submit to the exclusive 

jurisdiction of the English Courts. 

13 Rights and Easements 

The operation of the Law of Property Act 1925 Section 62 is excluded from this agreement. The 

only rights granted to the Tenant are those expressly set out in this agreement, and the Tenant is 

not to be entitled to any other rights affecting any adjoining property of the Landlord. 

14 Covenants Relating to Adjoining Property 

The Tenant is not to be entitled to the benefit of any covenant, agreement or condition entered 

into by any tenant of the Landlord in respect of any adjoining property of the Landlord, or the 

right to enforce or prevent the release or modification of any such covenant, agreement or 

condition. 

15 Effect of Waiver 

Each of the Tenant’s agreements is to remain in full force both at law and in equity even if the 

Landlord waives or releases that agreement on any occasion or waives or releases any similar 

agreement affecting any of his adjoining property. 
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16 Energy Supplier 

16.1 Disclosure of Tenant details to SSE Energy Services 

16.1.1 At the start of the Tenancy gas and electricity will be provided, or will be in the process of 

being provided by OVO Gas Ltd and OVO Electricity Ltd (“OVO Energy”) (also trading 

as ‘SSE Energy Services’). SSE Energy Services are the incumbent energy supplier 

appointed to take on the supply and a specialist subsidiary of OVO Energy and will 

provide customer service and support for all aspects of the energy account while the 

Property is supplied by OVO Energy. SSE Energy Services will send the Tenant a 

welcome pack to explain more about the Tenant’s energy account shortly after the 

Tenant’s move in date. However, this will not prevent the Tenant from changing to a 

different energy provider if desired. 

16.1.2 The Tenant is aware that the Agent may pass the Tenant’s name and contact details to 

OVO Energy under the proviso of Legitimate Interests for the purposes of registering the 

gas and/or electricity meters at the property in the Tenant’s name with OVO Energy 

should they be the incumbent supplier, or be in the process of becoming the incumbent 

supplier, providing gas and/or electricity to the property and administering the Tenant’s 

account with OVO Energy. Should the Tenant wish to appoint their own supplier and 

not have their information passed to OVO Energy for the purpose of energy supply, the 

Tenant can inform the branch, who will act on this request. 

16.1.3 The Tenant is aware that the Tenant’s name and contact details will be shared with OVO 

Energy, as per Legal Obligation,  for the purposes of: 

(a) registering the Tenant with the relevant local authority for the payment of 

council tax; and 

(b) registering the Tenant with the incumbent water supplier to the Property. The 

water supplier may contact the Tenant in order to provide further information 

about its services and products and conclude an agreement with the Tenant for 

those services and products. 

The Tenant understands the Tenant is unable to object to a share of the Tenant’s 

information for the purposes of council tax and water supply, where there is a legally 

obligation to share the information.   

16.1.4 OVO Energy will use the Tenant’s name and contact details to fulfil the Tenant’s contract 

with OVO Energy and only for the purposes set out above. OVO Energy will comply with 

its obligations as a data controller in the Data Protection Act 2018and will handle 

Tenant’s data in the manner set out in OVO Energy’s standard terms and conditions 

and/or privacy policy. OVO Energy will not share the Tenant’s details with any third 

party other than the relevant local authority and incumbent water supplier, and will hold 

the Tenant’s details for the duration of the contract. The Tenant is reminded of their rights 

under the Data Protection Act 2018 to access, rectification, erasure, restriction of 
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processing, and portability of their data. If the Tenant is dissatisfied with the manner in 

which OVO Energy handles their data  they may lodge a complaint with the 

Information Commissioner’s Office. If the Tenant has any questions regarding the 

details or use of the Tenant’s data held by OVO Energy, the Tenant may contact OVO 

Energy at 1 Rivergate, Temple Quay, Bristol BS1 6ED or 

hello@ovoenergy.com.Furthermore the Tenant is informed that the Landlord or 

Landlord’s Agent advises the Council and service suppliers of the Tenant’s 

responsibility and for the Council and service suppliers to advise the Landlord or the 

Landlord’s Agent of any details to the account at the termination of the Tenancy. 

17 Additional Clauses 
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